United States Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Civil Rights Division, Criminal Section – PHB
Washington DC. 20530
Dear staff,
February 14, 2012
Ironic that today is Valentine’s day, and yet I am not writing to you a letter in which I am
deeply in love with my experience of the judicial system that we have in America. I am enclosing
a book in this mailing which explains in greater depth what I have been through. I will try to
shorten it so much in this letter, so that I can fit some of the key points on it. If I cannot get help
from your agency, do you know who I can get some help from? The only option that I can think
of anymore, is to burn a flag at a large media infested scene (where cameras are everywhere like
at the Washington, DC’s July 4th parade) so that I can get national publicity. It would be
despicable and I dread even thinking about it, BUT WHAT CAN I DO? Here is some of what I
went through;
 I am not an attorney, so in the beginning I hired one that sold me out.
 He told me that if I do not sign the Marital Settlement Agreement, that I will lose the two
boys that were put in my placement.
 I asked him if I signed, if we could fight it later. He lied by saying yes!
 The original Commissioner based my income on my Gross Receipts, not my AGI.
 The next judge refused to even look at the mistake. Each time (which was at every
hearing)she said that I had signed the agreement, and therefore she will not even discuss
it.
 I started contacting the politicians. They told me who to contact when I had a grievance.
 I filed a complaint to the Office of Lawyer Regulation several times concerning two
different attorneys. NEVER could they find anything to investigate even though the
attorney violated drastically against their Attorneys Oath and the ABA rules.
 One judge literally ran out of the courtroom as I entered it for my hearing. Instead of
getting my hearing (which I NEVER received), I was simply arrested again.
 I complained to the Judicial Commission, but they saw NO judicial misconduct. Running
out of the courtroom was Not Misconduct?? The same judge has a 2nd DUI and has
NEVER served a minute of jail time, which is mandatory for the typical you and I.
 When I was in jail, a friend started a website for me where I uploaded events, documents,
and what people did. It is www.screwedkenoshastyle.com
 That infuriated the court system even more. If I didn’t have the Constitutional rights then,
I definitely will NOT get them now.
 I personally believe that there is a money trail from the cult that my Ex-wife is with,
which excommunicated me because I secretly dared to provide medication (which is
condemned) for my son behind their back. I also refused to beat my children black and
blue, like they taught us to do. To find out more of their teachings, and how they let
people and even a baby die, you can read it in my first book, “TORN ASUNDER, In The
Jaws Of A Cult”. I could send you a copy upon request.
 I believe the judges are bought out. One judge stopped me from trying to tell the
courtroom about the abuse that is going on in the cult. He said, “Hold it, I had gone to
school too… And I was beat by the principal with sawed off golf clubs…And even that is
NOT CHILD ABUSE to me…so do not mention child abuse in my court!”

 In the beginning of the hearing, before he elaborated on how he approves beating
children with sawed off golf clubs, he ordered everything off record – which is also a
violation or statutes. My first judge also had things removed from the transcripts which I
could prove.
 I dared to place what was said in the courtroom on the website. He got mad, and from
that time forward he looked at ways to retaliate against me. He eventually just ordered me
to another six months of jail. After he got his retaliation, he too recuse-d himself
 For an entire decade now, there has not been one judge that is willing to correct the
mistakes in calculations. The first few judges always argued that they will not go into
something that has been established. The current judge claims that it has been
“Grandfathered” in, and I never appealed the decision earlier so therefore I am stuck with
an ERROR of $107,000!! I had tried to appeal the errors constantly, but the judicial
system blocked every attempt.
 When a judge states that they will not even look at what has been done, how does a
victim appeal?
 I have tried appealing several times, but the Wisconsin Court of Appeals always rejected
everything. I NEVER recall ever, that a 3-panal judge hearing has ever looked at my
Briefs. The Clerk has always made the rejection or ruling. Is it not easier to buy out just
one person, (like the clerk) to avoid detection and overturn this conspiracy?
 I have several different things in the fire right now. I have a Complaint in the federal
court which the magistrate judge wants to dismiss- and already did once. I have a
complaint at the Office of Lawyer Regulations. I have an appeal at the Wisconsin Court
of Appeals. I will send you those documents. Without your help I do not believe I have a
chance at getting my Constitutional rights.
 I am not an attorney, and too broke to hire one. I cannot get a public defender since it is
either Family Court or Civil Court. COULD YOU PLEASE HELP? I desperately need
help.
 The book goes into much more detail of what really happened. The website has much
more stuff but is too scattered to make much sense without reading the book first. I am
enclosing some of the current documents. Please help me.
Hope to hear an answer from you, Sincerely yours,___________________________
Bernard Tocholke, 41391 Little
Sand Rd.,
Hinckley, MN 55037

